
The Right Wing News Hour: 

 

Hunter Biden Cashed in Over $40 

MILLION… 

 

One of the pies which the Biden family “crime syndicate” had their 

fingers in resulted in a $40 million investment to Hunter Biden’s real 
estate company from Yelena Baturina, “the billionaire widow” of a 

“corrupt Moscow mayor.” She also paid the playboy crackhead a $3.5 

million “consulting fee.” He seems to make a whole lot more as a gigolo 
than as a painter. 

Hunter Biden cashes in 

Hunter Biden cashed in bigtime for the Big Guy. Previously leaked and 
totally confirmed emails verify that Joe got a split. The percentage of his 

cut was officially 10 percent but Hunter once complained to his daughter 
that Joe was forcing him to fork over half his earnings. 



That might have been part of a personal arrangement for Hunter to pay 
off his back debts, from buying ultra-premium munky chow to feed his 
head with. Then, there was all that pricey rehab for it afterwards. 

One batch of those fully confirmed and verified emails reveal that the 

relationship between Hunter Biden and Yelena had been “flagged as 

alarming by a Senate report after she mysteriously wired $3.5 million to a 
company linked to Hunter.” 

Her brother Viktor insists it was “a payment to enter the American 
market,” not a really big tip for a night of wet monkey love. One thing 

those emails totally verify is that Hunter has insatiable appetites in that 
regard. 

Everyone knew about that payment for a while now but the latest 
revelation shows that “Hunter’s financial relationship with Baturina was 

far more extensive, with her firm investing $40 million in a real estate 
venture by Hunter’s company Rosemont Realty.” 

James Biden might have had something to do with that, too. We’ll never 
know, because the FBI refuses to investigate any Democrat for anything. 

 



Office space in seven cities 

Back in 2012, the real estate company owned by Hunter Biden, Rosemont 
Realty, “had a $69.7 million plan to invest in 2.15 million square feet of 
office space in seven US cities.” 

All the official documents filed on the deal claimed “the money came from 

a mix of investors,” the list included $40 million from “Inteco 

Management AG,” which turns out to be “a Swiss company owned by 
Baturina.” The “plastics and construction behemoth” made her “the 

richest woman in Russia at the time.” She’s worth around $1.4 billion 
today. 

Another thing that the freshly surfaced messages show is that “Hunter’s 

financial ties to Baturina began years earlier than previously thought.” 
They were a lot more significant than thought, too. The dealings Hunter 

Biden had with other foreign billionaires “are currently being scrutinized 

by federal prosecutors, reportedly investigating potential money 
laundering, illegal lobbying and alleged tax crimes.” 

 

They are working even harder on trimming them to the bare basics so 
they can be easily defeated in court. Another big goal is to shield Joe 



Biden and the rest of the family from impending political nuclear 
destruction. 

As the verdict in the Igor Danchenko just verified, no Democrat can do 
anything wrong. It simply isn’t possible, because the Just Us department 

runs the entire country and they follow the bidding of the same globalist 

bankers every liberal worships. If you look “Deep State” up in the 
dictionary, you’ll see a picture of Gestapo General Merrick Garland 
looking back at you. 

Hunter Biden is expected to be charged with lying on a gun purchase 

form and maybe a little tax evasion. He takes a plea on that, gets a slap 
on the wrist, then the whole Biden family walks away unscathed. They’re 

planning for Hunter to claim he was an addict so didn’t know what he 

was doing. The biggest problem they still have is that James Biden isn’t 
an addict. He’s in this up to his eyebrows, too. Certain senators are 
already on the ball regarding that issue. 

 


